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ABSTRACT
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) based on Recur-

rent Neural Network Transducers (RNN-T) is gaining inter-
est in the speech community. We investigate data selection
and preparation choices aiming for improved robustness of
RNN-T ASR to speech disfluencies with a focus on partial
words. For evaluation we use clean data, data with disfluen-
cies and a separate dataset with speech affected by stuttering.
We show that after including a small amount of data with
disfluencies in the training set the recognition accuracy on
the tests with disfluencies and stuttering improves. Increasing
the amount of training data with disfluencies gives additional
gains without degradation on the clean data. We also show
that replacing partial words with a dedicated token helps to
get even better accuracy on utterances with disfluencies and
stutter. The evaluation of our best model shows 22.5% and
16.4% relative WER reduction on those two evaluation sets.

Index Terms— Automatic speech recognition, RNN-
Transducer, speech with disfluencies, stuttering

1. INTRODUCTION

Human speech typically contains disfluencies alongside the
articulation of an intended word sequence. Speech from any
speaker has filled pauses, partial words and repetitions, while
certain speech disorders (e.g. stuttering) amplify these phe-
nomena. And despite the general performance achievements
in speech recognition using End-to-End (E2E) models, there
is still not enough robustness to them. The main objective of
this work is to investigate training data filtering and transcrip-
tion processing choices for an ASR system based on the Re-
current Neural Network Transducer (RNN-T)[1], which may
improve its robustness to speech disfluencies with a special
focus on the partial words and repetitions.

Motivation for this work comes from discussions with our
colleagues who reported that self corrections are responsi-
ble for significant share of entity resolution errors in several
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voice assistant use-cases. Also, we wanted to investigate if
ASR robustness to disfluencies may be improved by over-
weighting the data with partial words in the training set and
if this gives a higher ASR accuracy for speakers with stutter-
ing, even though vast majority of those data came from fluent
speakers.

Main contributions of this work are: a study of the effect
of different ways to represent partial words in transcripts used
to train RNN-T system, experimental results with different
fractions of data with disfluencies in the training set and a
view of the influence of the factors mentioned before on ASR
performance for speakers with stuttering.

In the next session an overview of the prior work is pre-
sented, then the datasets are described in Sec. 3. The exper-
imental setting and results are discussed in Sec. 4 which is
followed by conclusions and future work.

2. PRIOR WORK

The initial attention of the research community towards
speech disfluencies derives from the importance of the im-
provement of the ASR system accuracy not only for the
speech signal which is recorded under controlled conditions
but also for the spontaneous speech [2, 3]. The resulting task
comprises the identification and the consecutive removal of
the disfluency events in the recognizer output and is solved
by using the noisy channel approach [4, 5]. Following the
Bayesian statistical framework, this entails maximization
of the a-posteriori probability of the word sequence with
disfluencies, given the originally intended word sequence.
Since disfluency events affect different phonetic aspects of
speech [6] many researchers tried to take advantage of the
possible combination of different sources of knowledge on
both acoustic and language model sides [7, 8, 9, 10]. The
disfluency detection task in all mentioned works is solved
by using sequence labelling/tagging approaches which can
rely either on a generative approach such as Hidden Markov
Model or discriminative log-linear models, such as Maxi-
mum Entropy Markov Model or Conditional Random Fields



as well as Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory based net-
works in combination with an attention mechanism [11]. In
most of the cases the overall system maintains its modular
setting and therefore requires not only separate optimiza-
tion criteria for different components but also in some cases
hand-labeled features for the annotation of the disfluencies
to train the language model. A recent work brings the focus
on the acoustic side and does not take into consideration
any language-dependent information [12]. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, with the exception of a work on person-
alized ASR for dysarthric speech [13], none of the published
papers are aimed to improve speech recognition accuracy of
an E2E ASR system by dealing with disfluencies without
solving disfluency detection task itself.

3. DATASETS

For our experiments we used subsets of the transcribed data
pool available to train Alexa ASR models. The recordings
comprising the data pool are anonimized voice assistant re-
quests recorded with various far-field devices in compliance
with terms of service. Each transcription, in addition to the
spoken words, contains tags provided by the transcriber in-
dicating additional information on the speech signal. The at-
tribution of the described tags relies on the transcriber’s per-
ception and expertise and therefore can be source of possible
inaccuracy for both tag and spoken word annotations. This
aspect is especially valid when the utterance contains unin-
telligible or disfluent speech. Most disfluency events such as
word or syllable prolongation are actually not marked in the
transcriptions.

In this work we use three datasets, which we call Ordi-
nary, Disfluencies and Stutter.

The Ordinary dataset contains ordinary utterances with
intelligible device-directed speech but without partial words.
Acoustic conditions may be challenging because of low
signal-to-noise ratio, media speech or due to the presence
of multiple speakers.

The Disfluencies dataset is derived by applying a set of
filters, which operate on transcriptions level on the large pool
of data. The filters aim to select challenging utterances with
partial words, repetitions and hesitations. More specifically,
an utterance is included into this dataset if its transcription
contains a partial word and its subsequent completion (e.g.
’alarm on tw- on twelve’) and at least one of the following
conditions is true:

- there are no more than 4 words in the transcription;
- there is at least one other partial word (not necessarily

with completion);
- there are hesitations;
- there are repetitions.

This set of filters was chosen after trying several alternatives
and observing that without additional conditions the dataset
contained a lot of utterances with a single partial word, which

were considered not challenging enough. We have to note
that after most of the experiments mentioned in this work
were done we repeated some of them with the simplest fil-
ter, which accepted utterances with a single partial word in
the transcript. We found that conclusions reported in the fol-
lowing sections were mostly valid for datasets derived with
this simple filter as well.

The Ordinary and Disfluencies datasets include train, dev
and test partitions, which do not have speaker overlap.

The Stutter dataset was recorded by a vendor and con-
tains speech samples provided by 11 speakers with stuttering.
The speakers were reading prompts containing possible re-
quests to a voice assistant in a quiet acoustic environment.
This dataset is used for the evaluation purpose only.

Size of the datasets is presented in Table 1. The Disfluen-
cies and Stutter test datasets contain about 40k and 8k words
correspondingly. We restricted the amount of training data in
the Ordinary dataset to have faster turnaround time. Also, the
data for the Disfluencies dataset were selected from an order
of magnitude bigger data pool in comparison to the Ordinary
Train to enable experiments with increased relative amount of
challenging data in the training sets.

Table 1: Size of the datasets used in this work in hours of
sound.

Dataset Train (hours) Test (hours)
Ordinary ∼ 2300 > 20
Disfluencies 47 5
Stutter - 2

3.1. Handling Partial Words in Transcriptions

Once data with partial words are included in the training set,
there are several options how to mark such words. In this work
we assume that our goal is to have ASR output free from dis-
fluencies. This can be achieved if the system: (1) ignores
them, (2) outputs a label instead of the partial word, (3) con-
catenates a partial label with the disfluency content which
later can be removed via the post-processing (e.g. for the
recording with the reference transcript ’p- play’ the system
may output (1) ’play’, (2) ’〈pw〉 play’, (3) ’p〈pw〉 play’). We
decided to test the 3 options mentioned plus the one where
only the first letter of the partial word remains and is appended
with 〈pw〉 on the right. The motivation behind the last two op-
tions is clear: ideally we would like to keep disfluency con-
tent in order to preserve more information for the downstream
tasks. Still, the quality of the ASR output with disfluencies re-
moved is considered as the main criterion in the current work.
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REF:   play devotional music hindu dev- devotional music

CLEAN: play devotional music hindu devil devotional music

DISFL: play devotional music hindu devotional music

Fig. 1: Example recognition results. REF denotes the ref-
erence transcription, CLEAN was produced by the baseline
model, DISFL – by the model trained on Ordinary Train
merged with Disfluencies Train and with partial words re-
moved from training transcripts.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

4.1. Experimental Setting

We train models suitable for on-line recognition. The model
consist of a 5 layers deep encoder, a 2 layers deep predic-
tion network, a joint network as in [14], and an output layer
with a softmax nonlinearity. Each layer of the encoder and the
prediction network comprises 1024 Long Short-Term Mem-
ory [15] units. The size of the joint network layer is 512 and
the output layer size is 4001 corresponding to 4000 wordpe-
ices and a blank symbol. The wordpiece model was trained
on a large set of voice assistant requests using a unigram lan-
guage model [16].

The model accepts 192 dimensional input feature vectors
each comprising three 64 dimensional Log-Mel-Filterbanks
extracted every 10 milliseconds and stacked together.

Training objective is minimization of RNN-T loss func-
tion [1, 14] with Adam optimizer [17], with total batch size of
1536 utterances and warmup-hold-decay learning rate sched-
ule. We also use SpecAugment [18].

Evaluations were done using a beam decoding with the
beam size 16. Model specific post-processing was applied on
both the hypothesis and the reference in order to get tran-
scripts free from partial words. For models trained with re-
placement of the full partial word with 〈pw〉 tag, those were
removed. For models where a partial word or its first letter
persisted in the training transcript, the tag was removed to-
gether with all letters before first space to the left of it.

4.2. Case Studies

After training the baseline model on the Ordinary Train, the
experimental models on the Ordinary Train merged with the
Disfluencies Train datasets and different handling of partial
words in the transcripts, we looked into the decoding results
of Disfluencies Test in order to ensure that the models behave
as we expect. Indeed, we observed that the baseline model
produces quite a lot of insertions, while the one trained with
Disfluencies Train and partial words removed does not. Ex-
ample transcripts are depicted in Fig. 1.

The additional examples are presented in Fig. 2 including
those derived with the model trained with the replacement

of partial words by 〈pw〉 in transcripts for training. As one
would expect, the model trained with 〈pw〉 produces reason-
able ’alignments’ in some cases capturing the amount of par-
tial words uttered as in Fig. 2b-c, while not so reasonable in
the others (Fig. 2a). In some cases (Fig. 2d) this model pro-
duces a better result than the one with partial words removed
without outputting the 〈pw〉 tag.

One can speculate that mapping all partial words to a sin-
gle tag allows the model to capture acoustic and lingustic pat-
terns associated with partial word appearance and to preserve
the integrity of the ’normal’ speech patterns which would not
happen if partial words were removed from the transcripts.

4.3. Word Error Rates

In Table 2 one can find word error rates for different mod-
els trained. The Ordinary Test results are provided to make
sure that while improving on data with disfluencies we don’t
have degradation on this dataset. As expected, the error on the
test sets with disfluencies is more than 2 times higher than on
Ordinary Test and the baseline model produced the highest
number of insertions on all three test sets. By adding Disflu-
encies Train with removed partial words we achieved 21%
and 14% relative WER reduction on the the test sets with dis-
fluencies in comparison to the baseline. If partial words are
replaced by a tag, we see a modest additional reduction by
1.7% and 3.9%. When we try to preserve all or some char-
acters of a disfluency, the reduction is much smaller (lines 4
and 5 in Table 2). It may seem surprising that WER on Stutter
Test is significantly lower, than on Disfluencies Test. This is
explained by the nature of the data: the former was recorded
in a quiet room with a limited set of popular prompts, while
the latter contains challenging field data.

In order to verify reproducibility of the observed effects
and to investigate how much data with disfluencies is actu-
ally needed to improve WER for speakers with stuttering, we
conducted additional experiments. We used only the train-
ing sets where partial words were removed or replaced by
〈pw〉 because the corresponding models demonstrated much
lower WER values than the others. Trainings with 3 differ-
ent seeds were performed for each dataset configuration, then
each model was evaluated and the WER numbers were av-
eraged between the runs. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. The models corresponding to lines 4 and 5 give lower
WER on the Disfluencies and Stutter datasets than the model
number 6, which confirms benefits from using a tag to denote
all partial words in transcripts. Another observation is that as
the amount of data with disfluencies increased, there was a
gradual decrease in WER on Disfluencies and Stutter datasets
with saturation more pronounced for the latter one. Probably
in order to further improve accuracy one needs to take into ac-
count additional aspects associated with stuttering which we
don’t pay attention to.

We emphasise that the natural frequency of partial words
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REF1:  show bigger rapto- a ra- a ra- a ra- a raptor fossil

CLEAN: show bigger raptor r araptor fossi

DISFL: show bigger a raptor a raptor fossil

PW:    show bigger rap <pw> <pw> a raptor fossil

REF2:  open my cal- cal- calendar

DISFL: open my cat cap calendar

PW:    open my <pw> <pw> calendar

CLEAN: open my account calendar

REF4:  update my calendar for to- for today

DISFL: update my calendar for refrigerator

PW:    update my calendar for today

CLEAN: update my calendar for today

REF3:  Billy says dub- dub- dub- dub- dub- dog

DISFL: Billy says the duck dog

PW:    Billy says <pw> <pw> <pw> <pw> <pw> dog

Clean: Billy says dog dog dog dog

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 2: Example recognition results. REF denotes the reference transcription, CLEAN was produced by the baseline model,
DISFL – by the model trained on Ordinary Train merged with Disfluencies Train and with partial words removed from training
transcripts, PW – same as DISFL but with partial words replaced by a tag.

Table 2: Evaluation results on different test sets depending on partial words handling in transcripts. Model-specific post-
processing was applied before evaluation to get rid of partial words, or 〈pw〉 tag. Partial words were removed from reference
transcriptions as well. NWER column contains the corresponding model WER divided by WER of the baseline model on
Ordinary Test. WERR (%) is 100 ∗ (y − x)/y where x is the corresponding model WER and y is WER of the baseline model
on the same test set. S, I, D columns contain shares (%) of substitutions, insertions, deletions in the observed WER.

#
Ordinary Partial Ordinary Test Disfluencies Test Stutter Test
Train and... words are ... NWER WERR S I D NWER WERR S I D NWER WERR S I D

1 - absent 1 0.0 60 18 23 3.02 0.0 29 57 13 2.35 0.0 34 49 17

2 deleted 1 0.2 59 18 23 2.38 21.0 33 47 20 2.02 14.0 40 39 21
3 Disfluencies replaced by 〈pw〉 1 0.5 59 17 24 2.34 22.4 33 45 22 1.93 17.9 39 34 29
4 Train appended by 〈pw〉 1 0.2 59 18 23 2.6 13.7 31 51 18 2.33 0.9 37 45 18
5 replaced by 1st letter &〈pw〉 1 0.4 59 17 24 2.49 17.4 31 49 20 2.1 10.5 36 40 23

appearing in the dataset available to us is rather low due to
the heavy head of the requests distribution, so even 1/4 of the
Disfluencies Train should be considered as oversampling (it
constitutes about 0.5% of Ordinary Train size).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we showed that RNN-T based speech recog-
nition models tend to produce insertions when presented
with speech containing partial words if data with such words
were not included in the training set. This contributes to low
recognition accuracy for speakers with a stuttering disorder.
Adding the data with partial words to the training set and
increasing their relative share leads to significant WER re-
duction on the test sets with disfluencies without accuracy
degradation on the average data. Replacing partial words in
transcripts with a tag for training allows to reach even lower
WER. Relative to the baseline the best model configuration
allowed to achieve 22% reduction on the test with disfluencies
and 16% on the test containing stuttering speech.

Table 3: WER reduction relative to the baseline model (%)
depending on the fraction of the Disfluencies Train dataset
used for training.

# Ordinary Partial Ordin. Disfl. Stutter
Train and ... words are ... Test Test Test

1 - absent 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1/10 Disfl. 0.3 8.7 5.8
3 1/4 Dislf. replaced by 0.2 13.9 6.6
4 1/2 Disfl. 〈pw〉 0.0 18.3 14.5
5 Full Disfl. 0.0 22.5 16.4
6 Full Disfl. deleted -0.1 19.1 13.1

6. FUTURE WORK

We see two directions for the future work which benefit each
other. The first is increasing ASR robustness to disfluencies
occurring in fluent speech by using data augmentation, semi-
supervised learning approaches. The second is pushing the
boundary of what an ASR system can do out-of-the-box for
speakers with speech less fluent due to stutter, age or other
factors.
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